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ABSTRACT 

The Concepts of supra topological graph and introduces of class supra 

separation axioms on supra topological graph (supra gT0, supra 

gT1,supra gT2,supra gT3,supra gT4), many relations among them were 

studied. Gave results for them. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
A graph G (V’, E), where 𝑉 ≠ 𝜑 set is supposed to be 

"vertices or nodes" and E ⊆ 𝐺(𝑉)is spoken be "edges 

or links" [1]. lis supposed to be "loop" [1-

2].Assuming G = (V’(G), E(G)) be  a graph , H a "sub 

graph " of G if V’(H) ⊆ V’(G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G)), (H 

⊆ G) [3]. If graph have no loops and no multi edge 

"simple graph" [4]. A circuit in a graph G that contain 

each vertex in G precisely once, aside from the 

beginning and finishing vertex that shows up twice is 

known as Hamiltonian circuit. in the event that it 

contains a Hamiltonian.circuit. A Hamiltonian.path is 

simple that contains all vertices of G where the end 

focuses many be unmistakable [7]. A connected 

graph G is Eulerian if there exists a closed trail 

containing every edge of G, it is also called 

Euler.path. A Euler path that is called Euler.circuit. A 

graph which has a Eulerian.circuit is called an 

Eulerian graph [7]. The supra topological spaces had 

been introduced by A.S.  Mashhour at [8].  In 1983. If 

(X) is a non-unfilled set, a collection (𝜇) is subfamily 

of (X) if (i) X, ∅ ∈ (𝜇) (ii) if Ái ∈ (𝜇) for i ∈ y than∪
 Ái∈ (𝜇) [5]. "The separation axioms" at supra 

topological space [5]. Consequently, the (X, 𝜇) is 

called supra T0-space if for any pair from different 

points from X, ∃ at least one point set which 

incorporate one from them anyway not the other[6]. 

(X, 𝜇) is called supra T1-space if for any pair of 

different points from X, there exist two open seats Á, 

É ∈ 𝜇, such that x ∈ Á, y ∉ Á and x∉ É ,y∈ É [6]. 

(X, 𝜇) is classified supra T2-space, if for any every 

pair from different points can be separated by disjoint 

open set [6]. (X, 𝜇) is classified " supra regular.space" 

if ∀ nonempty closed set F and a point x which does 

not belong to F, ∃open set Á,É, such that x ∈ Á,F⊆ É 

and Á ∩É =∅ 

Also this space is "regular" and T1-space thin, at that 

point, it is designated "T3-space"[6]. A supra 

topological space (x,𝜇) is called "supra normal" space 

if and provided that for each pair R,W of disjoint 

closed subsets of Y, there is a couple (Á, É) of 

disjoint open subsets of X such that R ⊆ Á,W ⊆ É 

and A∩É =∅ [5]. A normal & supra T1-space is 

supposed to be supra T4-space [5]. In this work, we  

show some new definitions from supra separation-

axioms count at the supra topological graph. Utilizing 

the definition from supra topological graph which 

established at the neighboring from the decision from 

vertices and edges between vertices at the graph. We 

introduce new supra separation-axioms at graphs is 

said to be a graph supra separation axioms say (supra 
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gT0, supra gT1, supra gT2, supra gT3 ,  supra gT4), 

Finally, we gave an examination for certain instances 

of these graphs supra division aphorisms. 

Examination is giving a definition for graphs supra-

separation-axioms.  

2. Graph Separation Axioms 
Definition 2.1 Let G =(V’,E)  be a graph with supra 

topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G). The post class 0f all 

vertices (v’iR) for all v’i ∈V’(G). The complement 0f 

these p0st class is called supra closed post class and 

denoted by supra C (v’iR)   

Definition2.2A supra topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G), 

is said to be supra gT0 if for any pair of vertices of 

V’(G), there exist no less than one post class of any 

vertex which contains one of them however not the  

 e other. All in all, a supra topological. graph (V’( G 

), 𝜇G) is supposed to be a supra gT0 if for any v’1,v’2 

∈V’( G ). v’1 ≠v’2, there  exist a post class of any 

vertex R is supposed to be v’1∈ R however v’2∉ R. 

 
Fig. 1: A Complete graph 

 

Example 2.3.Let G = (V’, E) be a graph as shown in 

Figure 1. We construct its supra topology. The post 

classes of the vertices are the following :V’(G) =  

{𝑣𝑖/i=1,2,3,4,5}E(G)={𝑣1𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,3,4,5}، ∪{𝑣2𝑣𝑖 :/i=1

,3,4,5}∪{𝑣3𝑣𝑖 :/i=1,2,4,5}∪{𝑣4𝑣𝑖 : / 

i=1,2,3,5}∪{𝑣5𝑣𝑖 : / i=1,2,3,4} 

The post class of the vertices v’1R ={v’2, v’3, v’4, v’5 

}v’2R ={v’2, v’3, v’4, v’5,v’5R ={v’1, v’2, v’3, v’4 

}v’3R={v’1, v’2 ,v’4,v’5 }v’4R ={v’1, v’2,v’3,v’5 }، 

Thin, a subbase of a supra topology is . SG = {{v’2, 

v’3, v’4, v’5}, { v’2, v’3, v’4, v’5 }, {v’1, v’2 

,v’4,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’3,v’5},{v’1, v’2,v’3,v’4}}. The base 

BG = {V’(G),𝜙,{v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’2,v’4,v’5},{v’2, v’3, v’5 

},{ v’2, v’3,v’4},{v’1,v’4, 

v’5},{v’1,v’3,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’2,v’5},{v’1,v’2},{v

’1,v’2,v’3},{v’2,v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’2,v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’4,

v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’3,v’},{v’1,v’2,v’3,v’4},{v’1},{v’2},{v’3},{

v’4},{v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’4}}.The supra topology on the 

post class is of:𝜇G={V’(G),𝜙,{v’2,v’3, v’4, v’5 },{v’1, 

v’3, v’4, v’5}, {v’1,v’2 ,v’4, v’5 },{v’2, v’4, 

v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’3,v’5},{v’2,v’3,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’3,v’4},{v’2,

v’3,v’4},{v’1,v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’4,v’5},{v’1,

v’3,v’5},{v’1,v’3,v’4},{v’1,v’2,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’3},{v’1,v’2}

,{v’1,v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’3},{v’1,v’4},{v’1,v’5},{v’2,v’3},{v’2
,v’4},{v’2,v’5},{v’3,v’4},{v’3,v’5},{v’4,v’5},{v’1},{v’2},

{v’3},{v’4},{v’5}}This is called a discrete supra 

topology and the graph G is called a complete graph. 

Remark 2.4.: In a indiscrete supra topological graph 

V’(G), G isn't supra gT0, and in a discrete topological 

graph (G) is supra gT0. 

Definition 2.5A supra topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G) 

is said to be a supra gT1 if for any pair of distinct 

vertices of V’(G), there exist two post class of any 

vertex which contains one of them but not the other. 

In other words, a supra topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G) 

is said to be a supra gT1 if for any v’1,v’2 ∈ V’(G), v’1 

≠v’2, there exist post classes of any vertices R and W 

such that v’1∈ R, v’2∉ R and v’2∈ W, v’1∉ W. 

Example.2.6.   Let v’1 R = {v’2, v’3, v’4 , v’5 },v’2 R 

={v’1, v’3, v’4 , v’5 },v’3 R = { 
v’*

1,v’2, v’4 , v’5 },v’4 R = 

{v’1, v’2, v’3, v’5 },v’5 R = { v’1, v’2, v’3 ,v’4 }.Then G 

is supra gT0. 

Definition 2.7. A supra topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G) 

is said to be a supra gT2 if ∀ pair of distinct V’, which 

can be separated by disjoint post class. In other 

words, a supra topological graph (V’*(G), 𝜇G) is said 

t0 bi a supra gT2 if f0r any v’1,v’2 ∈ V’(G), v’1 ≠v’2, 

there exist post classes of any vertices R and W s.t 

v’1∈ R , v’2∈ W, R ∩ W = 𝜙, The converse isn't 

accurate over all. 

Example 2.8.From example 2.3.v’’1R = {v’2, v’3, v’4, 

v’5 },v’2R = {v’2, v’3, v’4,v’5},v’3R = {v’1,v’2,v’4, v’5 

},v’4R = {v’1, v’2, v’3,v’5 },v’5R = {v’1, v’2, v’3,v’4 }. 

Thin G is not supra gT2 

Definition 2.9:A supra topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G) 

is said to be a supra gT3 if it is supra gT1 and for 

every non empty closed post class F (a complement 

of a post class of each vertices) and a vertex 𝑣1 which 

does not belong to F, there exist post classes of any 

vertices R and W, such that 𝑣1 ∈ R, F ⊆ W, R ∩ W = 

𝜙. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: A supra gT3 
 

Example 2. 10 Let G be a graph with a supra 

topological space(V’(G),𝜇G) as shown in Figure 2. 

The post classes are v’1R ={v’2},and 

v’2R={v’1},v’1R={v’3},v’3R={v’1},v’2R={v’3},v’3R={

v’2}. It's easy to show that G is supra gT3. 

Remark 2. 11  If G graph with a supra topological 

graph (V’(G), 𝜇G). Then supra gT3 is supra gT2. 

Proof: Let G be supra gT3. G is supra gT1, 

byDefinition2.5, ∀ 𝑣1 ∈ V’(G), and any closed post 

class F of V’(G), there exist post classis of any R and 

W such that 𝑣1 ∈ R, F ⊆ W, R∩W = 𝜙 . Now, For all 

x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠y. Thin x∈ V’ (G), {y} is closed 

post class, {y} ⊆ supraC ({x}). Since G is supra gT3, 

then there exist two post classis U and V’ s.t x∈U, 

{y} ⊆ V’ , U ∩ V’= 𝜙 .So G is supra gT2.The 
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converse of Remark 3.1.17, The opposite isn't 

accurate over all as shown example. 

Example 2.12Let G be a graph with a topological 

graph (V’(G), 𝜇G),as shown in Figure 3,where : 

V’(G)={𝑣𝑖/1≤i≤5},E(G)={𝑣1𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,5,  
 

 
Fig. 3 

 

{𝑣2𝑣𝑖 :/i=1,3},{𝑣3𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,4,{𝑣4𝑣𝑖 :/i=3,5}, {𝑣5𝑣𝑖 :/ 

i=1,4}The post classis are: v’1R = {v’2, v’5}, v’2R = 

{v’1 , v’3}, v’3R = {v’2 , v’4},v’4R = {v’3 , v’5},v’5R = 

{v’1, v’4}. 

The closed post classis are: supra C (v’1R) = 

{v’1,v’3,v’4}, supra C (v’2R) = {v’2, v’4 , v’5}, supra C 

(v’3R) = {v’1, v’3 , v’5}, supra C (v’4R) = {v’1, v’2 , 

v’4}, supra C (v’5R) = {v’2, v’3 , v’5}. It's easy to show 

that G is supra gT2, but it is not supra gT3. 

Difiniti0n 2.13A supra t0p0l0gical graph (V’(G), 𝜇G), 

is said t0 bi a supra gT4 if it is supra gT1 and for each 

pair A, B of disjoint closed subsets of V’(G), there is 

a pair U,V’ of disjoint post classes of V’(G) so that A 

⊆ U, B ⊆ V’ and U ∩ V’ = 𝜙. 

 

 
Fig. 4 

 

Example 2.14. The post classes are: v’1R = {v’2, v’3, 

v’4},v’2R = {v’1, v’3}, v’3R = {v’1, v’2}, v’4R = {v’1}.  

The supra closed post classes are: supra C(v’1R)= 

{v’1}, supra C(v’2R) = {v’2, v’4}, supra C (v’3R) = 

{v’3, v’4}, supra C (v’4R) = {v’2, v’3, v’4},. It's easy to 

show that G is supra gT4. 

Remark 2.15. one can deduce that each supra gT4 is 

supra gT3. The opposite isn't accurate overall as in the 

blew example. 

 

 
Fig. 5 

Example2.16. Let G be a graph with a supra 

topological space (V’(G), 𝜇G) as shown 

figure.5.Where:V’(G) = {𝑣𝑖 :/1 ≤ i ≤7}, E(G) = 

{𝑣1𝑣𝑖 :/i= 5,6,7 

},{𝑣2𝑣𝑖 :/i=6,7},{𝑣3𝑣𝑖 :/i=4,5,7},{𝑣4𝑣𝑖 :/i=3,5,6,7}, 

{𝑣5𝑣𝑖 : / i=1,3,4,6,7},{𝑣6𝑣𝑖 : / i=1,2,4,5},{𝑣7𝑣𝑖 : / 

i=1,2,3,4,,5,6}. 

The post class of all vertices are: v’1R = {v’5, v’6, 

v’7}, v’2R = {v’6, v’7,},v’3R = {v’4, v’5 ,v’7},v’4R = 

{v’3, v’5, v’6, v’7}, v’5R = {v’1, v’3, v’4, v’6 , v’7}, v’6R 

= {v’1, v’2, v’4, v’5}, v’7R = {v’1, v’2, v’3, v’4, v’5, v’6}, 

where : 𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’5R, but 𝑣2 ∉ v’5R. 

𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and v’3∈v’4R, but 𝑣1 ∉ v’4R 

.𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣4 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣1 ∉ v’3R. 

𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣1 ∈ v’1R  

.𝑣1, 𝑣6 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣6 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣1 ∉ v’1R. 

𝑣1, 𝑣7 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣7 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣1 ∉ v’1R  

.𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣3 ∈v’4R, but 𝑣2 ∉
 v’4R.𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣4 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣2 ∉ v’3R  

.𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣2 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣2, 𝑣6 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣6 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣2 ∉ v’1R  

.𝑣2, 𝑣7 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣7 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣2 ∉ v’1R. 

𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣4 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣3 ∉ v’3R,  

𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣3 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣3, 𝑣6 ∈V’(G) and𝑣6 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣3 ∉ v’1R  

.𝑣3, 𝑣7 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣7 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣3 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣4 ∉ v’1R. 

𝑣4, 𝑣6 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣6 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣4 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣4, 𝑣7 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣7 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣4 ∉ v’1R  

.𝑣5, 𝑣6 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣6 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣5 ∉ v’2R. 

𝑣5, 𝑣7 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣7 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣5 ∉
 v’2R.𝑣6, 𝑣7 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣7 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣6 ∉ v’3R. 

Thin G is supra gT0.𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’5R, but 

∄ any p0st class contain a vertex 𝑏 but not contain a , 

𝑏. Thin G is not supra gT1, and is not supra gT2. The 

Complement of the post classes are: supra C (v’1R) = 

{v’1,v’2, v’3, v’4}, 

supraC(v’2R)={v’1,v’2,v’3,v’4,v’5},supra 

C(v’3R)={v’1,v’2,v’5,v’6},supraC(v’4R)={v’1,v’2,v’4}, 

supra C (v’5R) = {v’2,v’5}, supra C(v’6R) 

={v’3,v’6,v’7}, supra C (v’7R) = {v’7}. The first vertex 

v’1 and F= {v’2}, there exist post classes Rv’5R,and 

W= v’6R, such that v’1∈ R, F ⊆ W, but R∩W ≠ ∅. 

Then G is not supra gT3. 

Example2.17.  Let (V’(G),𝜇G) be supra topological. 

Space as shown in figure 6 Where 

V’(G)={𝑣𝑖 :/i=1,2,3,4,5},I(G)={𝑣1𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,5},∪
 {𝑣2𝑣𝑖 :/i=1,3},∪ {𝑣3𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,4}, ∪{𝑣4𝑣𝑖 :/i=3,5}, ∪ 

{𝑣5𝑣𝑖 :/ i=1,4}, 
 

 
Fig. 6 
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The post class of all vertices are:v’1R = {v’2, v’5}, 

v’2R = {v’1, v’3}, v’3R = {v’2, v’4}, v’4R = {v’3, v’5}, 

v’5R = {v’1, v’4},𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, but 

𝑣1 ∉ v’1R. 𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣3 ∈v’4R, but 𝑣1 ∉
 v’4R. 𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G)and 𝑣1 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣4 ∉
 v’2R.𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣1 ∈ v’1R. 

𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣3 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣4 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣5 ∉
 v’3R.𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣3 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣4 ∉ v’2R  

.𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣3 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣5 ∉
 v’2R.𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣4 ∉ v’1R. 

Then G is supra gT0. 𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’5R, 

but 𝑣2 ∈ v’3R.𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’5R, but 𝑣3 ∈
 v’4R.𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣4 ∈ v’3R. 

𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’5R, but 𝑣5 ∈ v’4R. 

𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣3 ∈ v’4R. 

𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣4 ∈ v’5R. 

𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣5 ∈ v’4R. 

𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣3 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣4 ∈
 v’3R.𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣3 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣5 ∈ v’1R. 

𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣4 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣5 ∈ v’1R. Then G 

is supra gT1.𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ V’(G) and𝑣1 ∈v’2R, 𝑣2 ∈
 v’1Randv’2R∩v’1R=∅𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and  𝑣1 ∈v’5R, 

𝑣3 ∈ v’4R and  v’5R ∩v’4R = ∅ ,𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 

𝑣1 ∈v’2R, 𝑣4 ∈ v’3R  and  v’2R ∩v’3R = ∅, 

𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’2R, 𝑣5 ∈ v’1R and  v’2R 

∩v’1R = ∅, 𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, 𝑣3 ∈ v’2R  

and  v’1R ∩v’2R = ∅, 𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣2 ∈v’1R, 

𝑣4 ∈ v’5R  and  v’1R ∩v’5R = 

∅,𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G)and𝑣2 ∈v’3R,𝑣5 ∈ v’4R 

andv’3R∩v’4R=∅,𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G)and 𝑣3 ∈v’2R, 𝑣4 ∈
 v’3R  and  v’2R ∩v’3R = ∅, 𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 

𝑣3 ∈v’2R, 𝑣5 ∈ v’1R and v’2R∩v’1R =∅, 

𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣4 ∈v’5R, 𝑣5 ∈ v’4R and v’5R 

∩v’4R = ∅. Thin G is supra gT2. 

Example 2.18: Let G be a Hamiltonian 
 

 
Fig. 7: A Hamiltonian-circuit 

 

circuit graph as shown in Figure 7, The post classes 

of the vertices are the following:  

v’1R={v’4,v’5},v’2R={v’3,v’5},v’3R={v’2,v’4},v’4R = 

{v’1,v’3}, v’5R = {v’1,v’2}. Then, a subbase of a supra 

topology is SG 

={{v’4,v’5},{v’3,v’5},{v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’3},{v’1,v’2}}   . 

The base is BG={{V’(G),𝜙, 

{v’5},{v’4},{v’3},{v’4,v’5},{v’3,v’5},{v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’3},

{v’1,v’2}}.𝜇G={V’(G),𝜙,{v’1},{v’2},{v’3},{v’4},{v’4},

{v’4,v’5},{v’3,v’5},{v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’3},{v’1,v’2},{v’1,v’4},

{v’1,v’5},{v’2,v’3},{v’2,v’5},{v’3,v’4},{v’2,v’3,v’5},{v’2,v’

4,v’5},{v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’2,v’3,v’4},{v’1,v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v

’4,v’5},{v’2,v’3,v’4,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’3, v’4}}.Example 2.19: 

The post classes of the vertices are the following: 

v’1R ={v’2,v’3}, v’2R = {v’1,v’4}, v’3R = {v’1,v’4}, v’4R 

= {v’2,v’3,v’5}, v’5R = {v’4}.  
 

 
Fig. 8:  A  Hamiltonian circuit 

 

Thin, a subbase of a supra topologygraph 

SG={{v’2,v’3},{v’1,v’4},{v’2,v’3,v’5},{v’4}}.and the 

base is of a supra topology 

graph,BG={{𝜙,V’(G),{v’2},{v’1,v’4},{v’4},{v’2,v’3,v’5
}}.Therefore, the supra topology 

graph:𝜇G={𝜙,V’(G),{v’1},{v’2},{v’4},{v’1,v’4},{v’2,v’3
},{v’2,v’4},{v’2,v’3,v’5},{v’1,v’2,v’4},{v’2,v’4},{v’1,v’2,v’

3,v’4},{v’2,v’3,v’4},{v’2,v’3,v’4,v’5}}.Then the Supra 

Separation axiom on Hamiltonian circuit.  The post 

classes of the vertices of Hamiltonian circuit 

graph,v’1R = {v’2}, v’2R 

={v’3},v’3R={v’5},v’4R={v’1},v’5R={v’4}𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈
 V’(G) and 𝑣1 ∈v’4R,but 𝑣2 ∉ v’4R .𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) 

and  𝑣3 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣1 ∉ v’2R .𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and  

𝑣4 ∈v’5R, but 𝑣1 ∉ v’5R . 𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 

𝑣5 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣1 ∈ v’3R.  𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G) and 

𝑣2 ∈v’1R, but 𝑣3 ∉ v’1R.𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and  

𝑣4 ∈v’5R, but 𝑣2 ∉ v’5R. 𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G)and  

𝑣5 ∈v’3R, but 𝑣2 ∉ v’3R. 𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) and  

𝑣3 ∈v’2R, but 𝑣4 ∉ v’2R.𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and 𝑣5 ∈v’3R, 

but 𝑣3 ∉ v’3R. 𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) and  𝑣4 ∈v’5R, but 

𝑣5 ∉ v’5R. then G is supra gT0. Now 𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈
 V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’4Rand𝑣2 ∈ v’1R. 

𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’4R and 𝑣3 ∈ v’2R 

.𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G),𝑣4 ∈v’4R and 𝑣4 ∈ v’5R  

.𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’4R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R.  

𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G),𝑣2 ∈v’1Rand𝑣3 ∈v’2R.𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G),

𝑣2 ∈v’1R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’5R. 𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G), 𝑣2 ∈v’1R 

and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R.𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G),𝑣3 ∈v’2R and 𝑣4 ∈
 v’5R. 𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G), 𝑣3 ∈v’2R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R. 

𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G),𝑣4 ∈v’5R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R. Then G is 

supra gT1. N0w 𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈ V’(G), 𝑣1 ∈v’4R and 𝑣2 ∈
 v’1R ,  v’2R∩v’1R = ∅, 𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G),  𝑣1 ∈v’4R 

and𝑣3 ∈ v’2R ,v’4R ∩v’4R = ∅, 𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) ,  

𝑣1 ∈v’4R and 𝑣4 ∈ v’5R,  v’4R ∩v’5R = ∅, 

𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) , 𝑣1 ∈v’4R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R ,   v’4R 

∩v’3R = ∅, 𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G), 𝑣2 ∈v’1R and 𝑣3 ∈ v’2R, 

v’1R∩v’2R=∅, 𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G), 𝑣2 ∈v’1R and 𝑣4 ∈
 v’5R  ,  v’1R ∩v’3R = ∅, 𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) , 𝑣2 ∈v’1R 

and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R  ,  v’1R ∩v’5R = ∅, 𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G) , 

𝑣3 ∈v’2R and 𝑣4 ∈ v’5R, v’2R ∩v’5R = ∅, 

𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G) , 𝑣3 ∈v’2R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R  ,  v’2R 

∩v’3R = ∅, 𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G), 𝑣4 ∈v’5R and 𝑣5 ∈ v’3R  ,  

v’5R ∩v’3R = ∅. Then G is supra gT2. v’2 ∈v’1R, F = 

v’

v’

 

v’

 

v’

 

v’

 

v’

 

v’

 

v’

 

v’
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{v’3}. Let W = v’2R, R= v’1R, then R  ∩ W = ∅,  then 

G is supra gT3 

Example: The Hamiltonian path is 

{v’5,v’1,v’2,v’3,v’4},  
 

 
Figure 9 

 

the post classes of the vertices of Hamiltonian path is 

:v’1R = 

{v’2},v’2R={v’3},v’3R={v’4},v’5R={v’1}.𝑣1, 𝑣2 ∈
 V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’5R, but𝑣2 ∉ v’5R. 

𝑣1, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’5R and 𝑣3 ∉ v’5R 

.𝑣1, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’5R and 𝑣4 ∉
 v’5R.𝑣1, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G),𝑣1 ∈v’5R and 𝑣5 ∉
 v’5R.𝑣2, 𝑣3 ∈V’(G),𝑣2 ∈v’1R and 𝑣3 ∉ v’1R  

.𝑣2, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G), 𝑣2 ∈v’1R and 𝑣4 ∉
 v’1R.𝑣2, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G),𝑣2 ∈v’1R and 𝑣5 ∉ v’1R  

.𝑣3, 𝑣4 ∈V’(G), 𝑣3 ∈v’2R and 𝑣4 ∉ v’2R. 

𝑣3, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G),𝑣3 ∈v’2R and 𝑣5 ∉ v’2R  

.𝑣4, 𝑣5 ∈V’(G), 𝑣4 ∈v’3R and 𝑣5 ∉ v’3R . Then G is 

supra gT0.This graph is not supra gT1  𝑣2  and 

𝑣5 ∈v’1R. 

3. Main Results  
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a connected graph contains 

only one cycle with a supra topological graph ( V’(G 

), 𝜇G), |𝐺| = |𝐸|, thin G is supra gT0. 

Proof :Let G be a graph with a supra topological 

graph (V’(G), 𝜇G) and G is connected with one cycle 

& |𝐺| = |𝐸|. Then any vertex in V’(G) has two others 

vertices in his neighborhoods intersected in one 

vertex. Therefore, G is supra gT0. 

Remark 3.2. The Proposition 3.1 is not true, when 

V’(G)=E(G)= 4. 
 

 
Fig. 10: A graph G which is not supra  gT0 

 

Example 3.3. Let G be a connected graph contains 

only one cycle with a supra topological space (V’(G), 

𝜇G) as shown in Figure 10.Where, 

V’(G)={𝑣𝑖 :/1 ≤ i≤4}, 

E(G)={𝑣1𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,4}∪{𝑣2𝑣𝑖 :/i=1,3}∪ 

{𝑣3𝑣𝑖 :/i=2,4}∪{𝑣4𝑣𝑖 :/i=1,3}. 

The post class of all vertices are:  

v’1R = {v’2, v’4}, v’2R = {v’1, v’3,v’3R = {v’2, v’4}, 

v’4R = {v’1, v’3}.Then it’s easy to show that a graph 

G is not supra gT0 

Remark 3.4 In general, supra topology, every 

subspace of a supraT0-space is supraT0- space. This 

can no terrify in supra. topological graph the 

following example. We see it is not necessary that 

every sub graph of a supra gT0 is also supra gT0. 
 

 
Fig. 11: A sub graph H which is n0t supragT0. 

 

Example 3.5 Let H be a graph with a supra 

topological space (V’(H), 𝜇H) as shown in Figure 11, 

a sub graph of a graph G on Example 2.3.  

The post class for every vertices are: v’1R = {v’2, v’3, 

v’4,v’5}, v’2R = {v’1}, v’3R = {v’1, v’5},v’4R = {v’1}, 

v’5R = {v’1, v’3}. Then it’s easy to show that a graph 

H is not supra gT0. 

Theorem 3.6. Let G = (V’,E) be a graph with a supra 

topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G). Then the following 

statements are equivalents: 

I.  G is  supra gT0. 

II. ∀x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠y then supra ClG(x) ≠ supra 

ClG(y). 

III. ∀x ∈ V’(G), N(x) is subset or equal to a supra closed 

post class. 

Proof :  (i) → (ii):   If G is supra gT0, then if x, y∈ 

V’(G) are not adjacent , x≠ y ∃ a post class U such 

that x∈ 𝑈, y ∈ V’(G) -U. Then x ∉ N (y) and x∉ supra 

ClG (y). Since supra ClG (y)={y} ∪ N(y) and supra 

ClG (x)={x} ∪ N(x). Also, y ∉ supra ClG(x). Thin 

supra ClG (x) ≠ supra ClG (y). 

(ii). →   (iii): For any two particular not neighboring 

vertices x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠ y. We have x∉ supra ClG 

(y) and y∉ supra ClG (x). F0r all x∈ V’(G), x∉ N(x), 

then there exists a vertex z not adjacent to x, z≠x and 

by (ii), ClG (z) ≠ supra ClG (x) and s0 x∉ supra ClG 

(z), supra ClG (z) ∩ N(x) ≠ ∅.  Hence N(x)= ∪{ supra 

ClG (z) : supra ClG (z) ∩N(x) ≠ ∅}, i.e, N (x) is ⊆
 C(x) . 

(iii)   →   (i) For every x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠ y and x≠y. 

Thin y ∉ N(x) and y∉ supra ClG (x).S0 y ∈ V’(G) - 

supra ClG (x) which is a post class. Therefore x∉ 

V’(G) - supra ClG (x). Then G is gT0. 

Theorem 3.7. Let G= (V’, E) be a graph with a supra 

topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G). Then the statements 

are equivalents: 

I.  G is supra gT1. 

II. ∀x∈ V’(G), then x⊆supraC(∪Uy). 

III. ∀x ∈ V’(G), N(x) =  ∅. 

Proof. :(i)    →   (ii): For all x∈ V’(G), y∈ supra C (x), 

this means x∉ supra C (x). Since G is supra gT1, then  

∃ a post class Uy such that x ∉ Uy. Then 

supraC(x)=∪{Uy:y∈ supra C(x)}.  C(x)g.    So supra 

 

 
v’

v’2 v’3 

v’ v’

v’3 v’4 

v’2 
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C(supraC(x)) ⊆ supraC(∪Uy).Therefore x⊆ supra 

C(∪Uy). 

 (ii). →(iii)  : For all x∈ V’(G), by (ii),  x 

=∩(∪Uy)=∩𝑦 supra C (Uy),N(x) = ∅. distinct not 

adjacent vertices x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠ y. We have x∉ 

supra ClG (y) and y∉ supra ClG(x). For all x∈ V’(G), 

x∉ N(x), then there exists a vertex z not adjacent to x, 

z≠x and by (ii), ClG(z) ≠ supra ClG (x) and s0 x∉
 supra ClG(z), supra ClG(z) ∩ N(x) ≠ ∅.  Hence 

N(x)= ∪ { supra ClG (z): supra ClG (z) ∩N(x) ≠ ∅}, 

i.i, N(x) is a subset or equal to a closed post class. 

(iii) → (i) For all x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠ y and x≠y, by 

(z), x= ∩supra C (Uy) and y=  ∩supra C (Ux). Thin x 

∉ (Uy) and y ∉  (Ux). Therefore, G is supra gT1. 

Remark 3.8. In general, supra topology, Theorem 3.7 

is necessary to be satisfied. But in supra topological 

graph the result is verified although N(x) is not empty 

as in the following example. 

Example 3.9From example 2.17., The latest remark 

is achieved. 

Theorem 3.10. Let G be a graph with a supra 

topological graph (V’(G), 𝜇G). Then the following 

statements are equivalents: 

I. G is a supra gT2. 

II. ∀x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠y, ∃ a post class U C V’(G), 

such that x ∈ U, y ∈supra C(supra Cl(U)). 

III. ∀x, y∈ V’(G) and x≠y, ∃ a post class F such that 

x∈ F, y ∈ supra C (F). 

Proof. (i) → (ii): If G is a supra gT2, thin by 

Definition2.7. x, y∈ V’(G), x≠y there exist two post 

classis U, R such that x ∈U, y ∈ R and U ∩ R=∅. 

Thin x∈U and y ∈ supraC(supra ClG(U)) =W which is 

a post class. 

(ii) → (iii) : Since F is closed post class of x, then F is 

in the nhd of x.  

 ∃ post class U with the end goal that , x∈U ⊆ F. 

Then supra ClG (U) =F. By (ii), x∈ F and y ∈supra C 

(F). 

(iii) → (i) : Let for all x, y∈ V’(G), x≠y and F is 

closed post class b of x. Then by (iii), x ∈ F and y ∈
 supraC (F). So  ∃ a post class U such that x∈U ⊆ F. 

So x∈ U and y ∈supra C (supra ClG(U)).  Supra 

C(supra ClG(U)) is a post class V’,  x∈U, y ∈ V’ and 

U∩V’=∅ Then G is supra gT2. 

Theorem 3.11: Let G be a graph with a supra 

topological graph (V’(G),𝜇G). Then the following are 

equivalent: 

I. G is supra gT3. 

II. For every p ∈ V’(G), F is supra closed post class 

and F ⊆ supra C(p) there exists a post class U such 

that p ∈U⊆ supra ClG(U) ⊆ supra C(F). 

Proof. (i) →(ii) :Lit G supra gT3,F is supra C(x) and p 

supra C(F). Then there exists a post class U such that 

p∈U⊆supra ClG(U). Put V’=supraC (supra ClG(U)). 

Thin F⊆ supraC(supra ClG(U)) and supra 

ClG(U)⊆supraC(F). Therefore p∈U⊆ supra 

ClG(U)⊆supra C(F). 

(ii) → (i) : Let F be supra closed post class, p∈ supra 

C (F), ∃ a post class U, such that p ∈ U ⊆ supra 

ClG(U) ⊆ supra C (F). Then p ∈U, supra ClG(U) 

⊆supra C (F).So F ⊆ supra C (supra ClG (U)) = V’ 

which is a post class U∩V’= ∅. Therefore, G is supra 

gT3. 

Theorem 3.12:  Let (. V’ (G), 𝜇G). be a supra 

topological.  Let G is a supra gT3, x, y∈ V’(G) and 

x≠ y. Then either supra ClG (x) = supra ClG (y). or 

supra ClG (x) ∩ supra ClG (y) =∅ 

Proof: Let G be as supra gT3, and x, y∈ V’(G), x≠ y. 

Suppose that supra ClG (x) ≠supra ClG (y). Then (y) 

∉ supra ClG (x) and (x) ∉  supra ClG (y). Since y ∉ 

supra ClG(x), then bydifinition2.8, there exist a post 

class H such that ClG (x) ⊆H. S0y∈ supraC(supra ClG 

(x) and y ∈ supraC(H), which is a supra closed post 

class. So supra ClG (y) ⊆supraC (H). Therefore, supra 

ClG (x)∩ supra ClG (y) ⊆ (H)∩ supraC(H) =∅and so 

supra ClG (x) ∩ supraClG(y) =∅ 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper we were can some results on supra 

separation axioms via graph thi0ry we studied the 

supra siparati0n axioms on graph simple and 

complete graph and Hamilton graph and Euler graph 

with results. So, this research is c0nsidirid a starting 

point of many works in the Real-life applications. 
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 بعض النتائج على بديهيات الفصل العلوي عبر نظرية الرسم البياني
 2لمى سعد عبد الباقي، 1نبيل عزالدين عارف، 1ابراهيم فتحي ةفاطم

 قسم الرياضيات، كلية التربية للعلوم الصرفة ، جامعة تكريت ، تكريت ، العراق 1
 قسم الرياضيات، كلية التربية للبنات ، جامعة تكريت ، تكريت ، العراق 2
 

 الملخص
، supra gT0 ،supra gT1) البيمان  فموق الجوبولموج تمم رراسمة مهما يم الرسمم البيمان  فموق الجوبولموج  وتبمريم البمر ايات فموق الهصم   لم  الرسمم 

supra gT2 ،supra gT3 ، supra gT4).  نتائج لام تأ جو. 
 
 


